
Do you have suggestions for adding members?
Distribute brochures and share information about UUU to various professional organizations to which we belong. Try to establish a presence at UCF and Rollins

I believe we should look at a volunteer marketing team from our current membership that would help increase our exposure.
What: Have a Family & Friends Day with a 30 minute Orientation/ Overview of UUUS Core Values, etc. When: During the Spring or Summer of 2018. Marketing: UUUS 

Facebook or UUUS Website. The question: how do we get them in the door? Members reaching out to their organizations, family, and friends, and ask them to visit on Family 
& Friends Day. 

Don't.  Growth for its own sake is a poor idea for a small community.  Stop committing to new ventures, such as construction, that require an unreasonable expectation of 
income to support them.  It will destroy the character of UUUS.

I believe Dave's ideas are very good. We need a sign out front. He told me he had someone to donate a professional sign. Years ago you had a small sign out front and I 
came in on it. It is a must. I think that his idea for the Orlando paper is good too. Both printed and on line. We are absolutely not getting the word out. We have tried many 
ways except the ways that reach hundreds of people not a handful. I think our mission is defined as far as it goes and that's not much past the boundaries of the church. 

Facebook is o.k. I think Dave is right on with his ideas and believe media exposure will work. I think a part time minister is a waste of money and won't  bring people in. We 
need, for the time being, to keep what we have. That is Judith, Sandy or a competent replacement. How about a part-time social worker? [1]

I would like to see us do more with a UCF ministry

I believe a strong, vibrant RE department is essential for growth.  Families who find that our church is "just what they've been looking for"  for themselves and their children 
will be more committed to attending on a regular basis and to joining and to supporting the church in general.  Retaining our wonderful RE director is crucial to the success of 
the program.  Adult RE also draws people who may not come for the church programs initially but they find a home for their intellectual/spiritual needs and subsequently seek 

UUUS membership.  Of the above mentioned proposals social media exposure might draw the attention and interest of younger people with children.  Broadcasting and 
streaming services may be an effective way to reach adults who find the topics/speakers compelling.  

Social media and signage will not increase membership. Members will increase membership. 
Get a sign

Social media, newspaper (and e-newpaper), Advertising our members and their accomplishments. 
I still don’t like the idea of hiring a part time minister.

Have a once or twice a year community awareness event with multiple speakers religious and non. refreshments. Advertise in Sentinel, radio, via approved UCF venues, and 
social media. 

increase awareness of UU principles/unique nature of our liberal religion 
Installing a sign and having an active presence on social media would help increase attendance.  I also believe we should be more active in the community, especially as it 
relates to various social justice events.  However, many members, such as myself, have numerous commitments that keep us from attending a lot of these types of events.  

Having a part time minister as an official spokesperson could allow us to have a more consistent voice in the community.  
Advertising 

Improve the services, incl. talks and  try hiring  a hymn leader. Publicize ourselves.
No, I just want to add that I think 150 is big enough

First off, if you’re not growing, you’re dying. 0. Get out the word of the UUUS through audio-visual streaming, bumper stickers, online advertising based on location & a 
physical sign. 1. Improve the quality and diversity of the Sunday services. Too much emphasis is placed on “spiritual values” but generally not on things that people really 
care about. I like the offbeat, art, the intellectually challenging, stories of people who have overcome their own circumstances, and the downright interesting. I have made 
several suggestions and was told that those subjects were not appropriate & better suited for Inquiring Minds. 2. Speaking of Inquiring Minds, it is the reason that I look 

forward to Sunday mornings. Presently, we’ve been alternating between philosophy and the nature of evil. Stephen Hall is doing a great job of getting outside people to visit 
the class. Perhaps, another question, is why aren’t more of them staying? And why are they staying? 3. Potluck is an excellent time for people to share with one another. 

Perhaps something could be done to invite local residents to come.
Maximize the appeal of our website, increase our social media presence; create a social media presence for our religious education program.  Attracting young parents with 

children should be a priority. Nothing sells better than facilities.  We should purchase a small modular, either for additional class rooms, or for offices and a new library so that 
we might convert the current library  into a classroom.  We do need the new sign, so that we can clearly identify who we are, and also offer identification for our tenants.  

Otherwise, how can we have tenants trying to grow their business if they have no street identification?
Sign is a good start. We need to invest in paid Facebook ads.  Ask members to try to bring one new person each quarter.  Invite new people to social events/retreats, etc.

Yes. Consider hosting courses on our 7 principles. 
publicize our events on social media. But 10% 20%. I like small congregations

We need to attract diversity.  The first line of this survey sounds narrow minded.
Be extremely true to our principles in actions, deeds, committees and volunteer service. 

Advertise in Sentinel on religious services page.  Offer public interest events open to the community at large- as, speakers, musicians, workshops, etc. put info about such in 
Sentinel calendar section. 

Emphasizing our "good news" ie our fundamental message of love for all
Sinage Yes!

Encourage everyone to to casually talk to friends/relatives etc about UUUS
Ad in paper perhaps. If cost prohibitive, then community papers + if just a blurb - might be free

Get rid of all academic stuff and do a lot more spiritual religious stuff
Advertise events outside our congregation

I'm just testing the survey -- will delete when I'm done. 
Word of mouth 

We should encourage members to talk to their friends and neighbors who might lean toward UU beliefs and encourage them to visit. We would need to "teach" members how 
to do this.   I also think we should advertise in the Orlando Weekly 

MeetUp, social media, etc.
Find a way to promote UUUS on UCF campus 

How about everyone who is addressing a group throwing in their UU background? UUs have a tenedency to avoid doing this. Representation can be casuual and brief but it 
may resonate.

Social media, meet ups, more interaction with the community, civic engagement
Hold an Open House

A sign
Get us (UUUS) noted in Saturday's Sentinel with other churches, synagogs, etc

Make sure the sign explains what uuus is. I have heard that some people don't realize it is a church
Newspaper listing (Sat edition). Mailing postcards to our zip code.

Within reason - not to the extent that we need a new building - Target 125 members



# of contributing members needs to increase. Contributions of money or time or expertise. So we don't need more bodies; we need more people to give as well as take.
1) Online search engine optimisation

2) Sign optimization for drive-bys.
have a special invite a friend sunday once or twice a year,  have a sign in front of the property, 

Increasing our disability in the community Through social action and providing more programs available to the community outside of Sunday morning. And I hope our new 
theme of programming, once fully developed and instituted, will be a draw



Where do you think we should advertise?
Television announcements about events, especially those of an interfaith nature.

UCF and among secular organizations 
Social Media, Orlando Weekly, NPR, UCF, Valencia, Seminole State College, 

Sentinel online and paper; social media; NextDoor organizations;
Internet

By doing good works and wearing t-shirts.
# 1 a sign! And it needs to be lighted at night. Orlando paper and smaller papers that have a good circulation and are cheap to 

advertise in. Freebies like real estate flyers where people are looking for homes and apartments. Possibly some communities like 
Palm Valley that has a newspaper every month. The Oviedo paper has a nice circulation too. They also have local events which 

encourage people to pick up the paper.  [1]
traditional print and social media

Perhaps Sentinel if not too expensive.
Advertising is expensive and proved unsuccessful in the past. 

start with local zip code area via postcards.
in the local area using postcards online using the advertising google is providing for free

Just the newspaper.  I suppose the Sentinel.  
Facebook, Twitter, instagram

Radio, Television, newspaper, e-newspaper and print media
Social media 

Newspaper, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat
NPR if not cost prohibitive and in church listings in Sentinel. What do other UU’s do? I believe in looking at best practices which I 

understand vary by market. 
Direct mail to local households

I have heard some members suggest running online classified ads with the Sentinel vs. in the newspaper may be worth the cost.  This 
may be effective, but I don't know how effective.  If we are going to advertise, I believe we would get the biggest bang for our buck by 

targeting listeners and viewers of WMFE (radio and TV).  Years ago, while driving in Jacksonville, I heard ads for a free thought 
society or humanist society being aired on WJCT, the public station in that community.   Part of their promotion that caught my 

attention was that they had their meetings at one of the UU churches in Jax, so that UU church got a free plug.  Maybe we should 
reach out to similar societies here in Central Florida and offer some kind of deal on rent to attract them to have their meetings at our 
facility.  I believe Steve Hall's Inquiring Minds is a perfect example of how inviting intellectually curious folks into our community can 

grow and strengthen UUUS.  If we do a concerted outreach to organizations like the humanists, atheists, free thought societies, 
Stoics, etc. in the area, we will likely incorporate some of their members into our community or as the Jacksonville example shows, 

they may give us free advertising with any outreach they undertake, both formally (paid for advertising) and informally (work of 
mouth). 

Local print media and radio
amongst affluent liberals?

Mobile ads for like minded people in East Orlando...
Advertising is very expensive and has not proven to be effective

Social media. People don't read the paper.  Also at UCF faculty publications (if they exist).  How about flyers around Siemans and 
Lockheed Martin?

in the online newspapers. Businesses that will let us leave pamphlets at their place - public buildings such as libraries - leave 
pamphlets

At the university for faculty and students.
Newspaper and Realtors

Sentinel - primarily calendar section which I think is free. Also on “churches” pages 
through example of each member

Winter Park Observer has 3-4 Larger Distributed Community Papers



online
Orlando Weekly

Fscebook, Youtube, instagram
Orlando Weekly - something like "have you recently moved here and/or feel out of place? can't find people who share your liberal 

beliefs? yearning for a conversation with people who embrace the words feminism, environment, intellectual discourse, and inclusion? 
Come visit"....

WMFE. 
ORLANDO SENTINEL

UCF, for starters
Sentinel

NPR for a start. Fits in with our values - "Search for truth and meaning"
NPR

Is the churches page of Sentinel something we would have to pay for?
We used to advertise on the religious page of the Orlando Sentinel. We stopped because it was not bringing people in. Maybe we 

should sponsor NPR's "Three Wise Guys" and see how that works. It is a perfect fit. Ecumenical intelligen audience, and "the Wise 
Guys" are sometimes our speaker. It is a show with a rational approach to religion, so the kind of people who would appreciate a 

modern religion will be listening.
Direct mail, Social Media

SEO
online

search engine optimization
I haven't seen any benefit in the past to UU's advertising... we can use those funds in another way for purpose of marketing.  

I think most paid advertising is old hat. Perhaps Twitter perhaps social media perhaps some neighborhood calendars and I'm sure 
there are other options to consider if it committee were actively researching the best and current ways. Are Public Relations 

Committee has been dormant for a while
Get feedback on speaker/service every week 



Can you think of a good identity?
Identity is a multidimensional concept. I have always thought if young people understood what the philosophy of Unitarianism/Universalism  is, there would be a 

great deal of interest.
I am strongly opposed to this idea.  Nobody in the congregation is talking about or looking for this.  It seems that some activist board members are on a mission, 
but it is not the mission of the majority of the congregation.  I am utterly, roll-my-eyes tired of the wave of church rebranding that has rolled through Orlando.  I 

used to live near the Oviedo Baptist Church, but now it's CrossLifeTM.  Give me a break!  Stop self-promoting and serve the community.  Be known by our 
actions, contributions, and commitment.  That is how we will get the kind of new members we want.  Not through marketing to randoms who drive by on an 

obscure road.
I think circle of light is good...or any that includes light...it goes well with the circle drawing encompassing other faiths as it tells people we are accepting of all.  

And, of course, the chalice and light. The yard 'sign' now was well conceived but too dark and set too far back. We need light and color.  [1]
I think it should include Unitarian Universalist. Also, I think fellowship would be more appropriate than church. Church would be misleading, in my opinion.

The above example has both church and society.  Confusing?  I might go with the word CONGREGATION instead. Many churches, synagogues and others use 
this term and I think most would understand.

Life of light, Light up your life, All Lives Matter, Find your light, Embrace your faith, 
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship   (Get rid of "University." It makes people think we're mostly UCF people and that that's how we like it.)  Definitely not the 

word "church!"  We want more Jews and Hindus and both would be put off by the word "church."
Drop @society” from name, don’t sound inclusive

I still like TripleU, as it pairs with our sister church 1u
Freedom Through Insight

I don’t like Circle of Light. I think University Unitarian Universalist Society is fine and with better advertising we can definitely get across who we are and what 
we are.

I’ll put some thought into it. What have OTHER UU’s done? Imo branding is CRITICAL. Circle of Light strikes me as a bit ambiguous and loosey goosey. It would 
be helpful to get feedback on the name from non members. I’d be happy to post this question on my Facebook page: 

What comes to mind when you see a church sign that advertises itself as “Circle of Light?” This is not the NAME of the church, rather it’s a shorthand description. 
Web of Life: A Unitarian Congregation

the one we have
Circle of Light is a good start 

I agree that we need a new name.  Circle of Light is a good start but I need to give it more thought
 I like Circle of Light with the sub text of A Unitarian Universalist Congregation

Our affirmation that we say every Sunday. I prefer Society to Church. 
I do think University Unitarian Universalist Society is too long. I think the word Fellowship should be in big letters. I do like "Circle of Light". I am good with 

coming up with logos & slogansbut I need time to think of some - I'll keep in touch.
We need to define what that means as a congregation through discussion and consensus. Not a secret survey.

Uh...I actually find this question offensive. I have been a Unitarian since an early age and don’t shy away from things being hard to explain or understand. Enough 
of this dumbing down of our world. Unitarianism is a simple enough concept though as it has the word unity in it, which efficiently explains our mission! 

Inquiring Minds
Definitely the word "HUMANIST" I feel should be in there somewhere

I like the Circle of Light - inspiring
Logo: good to review
Follow UU Principles

I like what we have maybe add something about being more inclusive
"Church of Light"
We are a church

We are Unitarian Universalist
I like the "circle" idea

The "chalice" is also a wonderful symbol
I am not a fan of the recent trend of churches re-branding themselves.  But I won't stand in the way if other people really think we should have a new name. Just 

please don't make it something corny or that will drive away humanists and skeptics. I definitely want the entire membership to have a chance to vote on any 
changes.

CIRCLE OF UNITY
Our current one is fine and established

Compassionate Life
We need a new logo. If we were to change the name, the name change should reflect the fact that we are a UU church and not sound like a vaguely Christian new 

age church
The sign shoul say something about how UUS is different from other churches

I don't like a "Unitarian Church" we are "Unitarian-Universalist" also it says that at the bottom. Perhaps "a church that puts its faith in you" instead. It says we 
are a church, but it also says we are a different kind of church. A modern Church that lets members think for themselves

We are a fellowship, people to people, Not "a Church"
Brand imaging committee with the following skilsets:

Social media expertise
Voice from young, middle and elder

We should call sunday meetings -- "services" outside our group people don't know what it means if we don't use common venacular for the sunday activity of  
meeting, sermon, and coffee.

Working through the process of mission and vision as a congregation will help a new identity evolve. I don't agree that it's necessary for the sign if it's required 
within the next month or so
Church of the open Mind

Growing together
Deepen our roots - Grow in our Faith

Circle of Life Circle of Light
Spirirt of Life Spirit of Light



How should we improve our social media exposure?
More actively use the Facebook account already in place. 

Again, a marketing group could help. Dave I can go over my ideas with you.
Social Media Tune up by a professional who's profession is to increase awareness via Social Media. In addition, there 

are free classes at the National Entrepreneurial Center in the Fashion Square Mall. If we can't afford to pay a 
professional marketing firm, then pay for a social media class and have a member to attend. 

Ask a kid.  Seriously.
Through facebook and its sponsored ads 

The Orlando paper has a digital edition. Some people get the paper that way. UCF has all kinds of flyers and 
newspapers they give away to students for free. I'm sure there are allot more digital places that I don't know about but 

somebody does. Dave? Steve?
Designate someone to monitor our site on regular basis

Twitter presence?
We would need someone savvy in social media to take this on. I don't think we have anyone to volunteer to head this 

up. 
Use all services and appoint a person to keep them up to date

Thinking Social Media is a scourge I'm not in favor of encouraging it.  But... maybe we should research where UCF 
students and younger faculty are likely to get their news and put ads there.

More frequent soft advertise our community and what’s happening
More on Facebook

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, with links to webpage. 
Facebook 

Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter
Encourage members to post service announcements and events (you need to provide a link on the website, html). 

I do not participate in social media, but I know many at UUUS do.  If a member is interested in maintaining an active 
presence for us that would be great.  If not, maybe that should be handled by one of the paid employees of the church.

cost free
Streaming the service is a good start 

Higher quality audio and visual streaming
Would need to hear from our most social media savvy members first

Facebook ads.
I am not good with Social Media, but so many people are using it for information about anything going onin the area. I 

think we should be on it.
Instagram is used more by those under 30 than Facebook.  Also Twitter.  Our committees can have a presence to 

attract different audiences: investments, social activism, etc.
People in action. Photos of what we do and where we live our principles. 

Facebook group
Facebook Presence, Twitter

Increased Facebook & Twitter presence
Facebook YouTube

Keep FB page, twitter current, have members sign photo release form, take photos, write captions, advertise events via 
social media.

Use social media to share ONLY projects that we are directly involved in and/or supporting. Have more interaction with 
people who leave comments.

I don't know, but it never hurts to try and improve our exposure in any realm.
more active facebook/twitter/instagram presence. 



Have one or two people managing social media accounts for us
New sign - good start

More Facebook Exposure
Have never looked at what there is, how often it is updated, etc. Dunno.

Do we have a Facebook page and group? If not we should and a members should follow and share. We could also use 
Twitter. The Sunday speaker could be announced in this way. Probably better than ads in the newspaper and it is free.

SEO
Search engines 

"UUU right for you?" page
Facebook/Twitter etc
website looks good

Find a member or a committee of members committed to putting more on the Facebook page then just our Sunday 
service. A historian could share other information or someone could blog or find other ways of getting our name out. As 

well as a congregational t-shirt to wear when those who do are involved in social action



Comments
We have to ask the question - how important is it to increase membership? Quality (which we do possess) is so much more 

important than quantity. Numerical superiority does not necessarily indicate quality.
A note on our identity- it is my experience that the term Unitarian Universalist is actually gaining traction as more people outside 
of the congregations are becoming aware of it as a set of beliefs. Personally, I would like to keep the name but focus on fueling 

the spread of positive information about who we are.

Another suggestion for adding members is to look into chartering a Boy Scout or Girl Scout troop or pack. It would take little from 
us other than allowing them to use the space for meetings (usually once a week in the evenings) and it would show more families 

of our presence as well as provide a means for us to give to our surrounding community.
Have a contest for "catch phrase" which is voted on by all members

I support Dave's proposals.
The current activism is taking UUUS down a dangerous path.  The size of the membership is now at a critical level.  We have a 

certain social fabric that we like very much.  The place is a social home to many who do not have another one.  Yet, at any 
significantly larger size, the character of organizations changes.  Not everyone knows each other.  The organization starts to 

matter more than the people in it.  Then, people start to leave.  The membership grows by accreting new people, and it will boast 
of its success, yet is was a social failure, since it did not serve its original members.  There is already a large, traditional, clergy-
led UU church in Orlando.  They are extremely successful.  There is no need for a second, as they have capacity.  On the other 

hand, there is not another small, lay-led congregation.  We are unique.  We should stay that way.  Those who need us will and do 
look for us online.  They find us.  We do not need to attract those who do not need us, or who do need a more traditional church 

home.  Please stop the growth.  Be who we are.  It works.  --jh--
We've had meetings in the past on this and believe you have to get the people  in the door before we can sell our image. Our 

image, by the way, is really good. I think the 'welcome of guests' is a good thing too when we shake hands and greet people. This 
is nice and it's supposed to be part of the service.  I believe strangers really like it because it's unusual and spontaneous. A 

criticism I've heard about UUS's is that they are all brain and no heart. That is not true of us and we need to relay that once we 
get them in the door. This also can be relayed in advertising. An enthusiastic welcome of guests is a good start too!! A 'Welcome 

to Our House'....'We Are A Family'.....'We Have Love and Respect for All' etc. etc. We  are so happy to meet you.

 [1]
I need to think about the identity slogan.  Let's do a contest and get suggestions from the community.  We have a lot of creative 

people.
Just some comments based on being a founding member and having seen the progress and growth of our congregation:  

When we started out our group had many 'gray haired' folks who were committed to creating what we have now but the fear was 
that we would eventually 'die out' as members aged. We had a strong but small RE department at the time but still the older 

demographic was not conducive to growth.  Over time we have developed our amazing RE department drawing in families who 
are committed to seeing their children grow up in the Unitarian traditions.   They support that commitment with pledges, by 
volunteering and by telling others that we exist and who we are.  This is one way we promote  membership and sustain our 

existence into the future.
I am in favor of growth.  Not just for growth's sake but for the long term future of UUUS.  I don't see us just a small club or family 

of like minded people. Remaining static with 100 or so members will do nothing to increase our presence, our budget or our 
impact on the larger community.  Do I favor a BIG church with the budget line and  huge membership numbers being the 

determining factors of 'success' ?  No.  But back when we purchased the property the founding members made a decision to 
ensure that we have the physical space to expand, to eventually have a larger sanctuary and to be able to use the existing 

building for larger RE, social events, meetings, community events, outreach, office space and such.  Nothing spectacular, just 
functional and practical.  We are pretty maxed out on space right now even with the addition of our second building. It would be 
nice to see the original vision materialize before I become one of those gray haired folks sitting in the back row wondering what 

happened to the dream.  
Very pleased proactive efforts are being considered.

This questionnaire, while founded in positive and forward attitudes, is going off in a direction that will not reach the set goal of 
increasing membership. I am frustrated with the naive and pigeonholed thinking on this topic. 

I am a long term member and cannot understand why a sign has taken so long.
I like that the membership is being involved. It is urgent that we do this. Every day we miss the opportunity to serve by making 

some of the potential UUs, among the 10,000 drivers who pass our entrance every day, aware that we exist. 



For our subtitle, catchphrase or slogan ... I wish we could include something that tells people who've never heard of us who we 
are.  Not the message "we're progressive liberals."  I wish it could be something about religion, rather than social or political.  

Something about/including  "what's common to all religions"     or "what all religions agree on."  
We have several talented performer, voice over artists, musicians, both vocal and instrumental, and technical minded people in 

our church that would be willing to help. 
I like bits and pieces of this survey, but I definitely think there should be a bigger discussion. Surveys are all well and good but all 

of us talking together is the best.
I appreciate all the hard work and vision that went into this. 

money for sign to lower debt instead of sign
Not sure what you mean by broadcast. I’m in favor of the podcast. Are we not still doing that? 

The TripleU needs to realize that getting more people to join requires that every facet be looked out to improve the overall health 
in order to keep members. So, I suggest a more detailed survey to find out what works & what doesn’t, & improve.

The founding members chose this wooded, 4.2 acre site because they felt that proximity to UCF, the Research Park and all the 
jobs and homes surrounding this area would give our nascent church the best chance to flourish.  Second, most of the founding 

members were older and realized that we needed to attract younger parents with children.   Now we have a second building 
specifically devoted to education.  Additionally, I believe we need to purchase a small modular, say 850 SF, for offices and 
classrooms, to augment our RE facilities.  College sports programs grow by improving their facilities.  We can do this to, by 

smartly renting our our facilities to complimentary users such as day care or school enrichment classes.  We are fortunate to have 
a professional administrator position and a professional RE director.  With improved facilities, advertised through web sites and 

social media, we should grow.  A note to growing:  It is critical that we, at a minimum, grow to replace losses, but I think we 
should aim for 150 to 175 members.  They are out there.  We need to find them and let them know what we are all about.

I think we should focus on this before moving on to the conversation about a new minister. If we can get this right and increase 
our membership by about 20%, the need to more staff will become more apparent.  We also need to really figure out what went 
wrong such that the last two administrators wanted to leave after a relatively short amount of time. We need the longevity in that 

position.
I believe we need a reconciliation process (policy and procedure). 

I have heard two people say they want to keep our demographics constant in response to other members suggesting diversity.  
This attitude will lead to our end.

It is a tricky balance to grow and stay true to community. Changing while something is growing can have grave consequences. In 
all major decisions, such a changing a name of an association or person, adding a minister, and/or other large endeavor  “The 

Shugart Principle”, by Dr. Sandy Shugart, College-wide President of Valencia College  is to be applied: 
is it scalable, 
is it timely, 

is it wise...and,
does it reduce chaos (for the student)

Further, “Triangle Principle” is to be layered over such discourse:  
Price

Quality
Time/Speed

meaning all three factors must balance each other to make a move forward. 

In this discussion I have seen evidence of speed and desire, but very little on price, scalability, quality, timeliness, and/or 
reduction of chaos (for the congregation). To simplify things for this survey I will stay away from the desire to hire a part-time 

minister, which holds a vast set of situational chaos and possible in distribution for members.  However, I digress. The diversion 
from the foundation of Unitarianism in our name to some catch phrase weakens who and what we are,  like unsettling the 

foundation of a building on one side. It’s going to cause some damage and lots expense. No thanks!

A sign might be most helpful, but let’s make the effort to go though the steps of principles well-tried and true as mentioned, above. 

advertising: more accurately and extensively.
where to advertise: through the example of each member



On sign: Other UU churches we have been to have signs with their Name, Time of service & usually who that weeks speaker is.
 I do feel the longer announcements at front of service is not a great way to start our services. Seems too businesslike + perhaps 
not a spiritual place to be. At end I feel is much better. Not good comments from person I was sitting next to about this. Then Joys 

& Concerns come soon after + if I was a guest - I'd wonder if there wa indeed going to be a speaker.
A lot less school academic stuff

Need new building. Space is an issue, please have a back-up plan for increasing # of seats.
A more diverse group of speakers would be appreciated

Reverend Kathy from 1U talked to the Board about growth 3 or 4 years ago. Her comment stuck with me.  "People are not going 
to join your congregation to work on your committees, or to raise your pledge totals, or to fill your seats. The only reason they will 
join is because you offer something really awesome that they want to be a part of."  We should not focus on growth because we 

need them - we should focus on growth because we want to share with them. 
New members - would like to improve the diversity as well as add some.

Sign - Financing: Wonderful blessings on them.
One easily used for setting type so message can be changed easily - messages are important to grab attention.

We still have a communications problem with the "Whole" Congregation. We do weekly updates online - We do the Connection 
Newsletter - Still on Computer - most people can get it some not "get to it." We do bulletin board and some committee updates all 
good - but frequently decisions are made within a committee without thinking how or if this plan meets congregational interests, 

standards,, and approval. Not sure how to resolve this but sometimes at quarterly meetings more than cursory subjects might be 
presented. Knowing what "the others" are doing brings a community closer together. 

We should declare the UUS values, I.e. being open-minded, open-hearted spiritual communities helping people lead lives of 
justice, love, learning and hope.

I understand reasons to stream video & audio, but not sure I want to be seen, often not pretty. Too vain?
On the sign, The Chalice logo is good. It says people from all Faith Traditions will find a home hair. Bottom line at a Unitarian 

Universalist Church.
I think using social media is (perhaps) the best way to reach milennials (It's the way the Toastmasters club finds new members)

Get professional help to dessign campaign - Not piece meal - will only discourage the regular attending needed to change 
attitudes

Broadcasting: What is our history of this produced
This "church" pleases me and many others and I wish more people found it "by accident" 

There needs to be a better structure to the timelinne of activities on Sundays. Where do adults who volunteer in other ways go 9:
30 am to 10:30 am? (than kitchen, band, RE).

The sign should be at the beginning of the driveway by all drive by
Who? What? When? Why? Where? : Here!!!! One question is answered.

Nice job on the survey... i think that we need discussion on the sign appearance giving people time and input so that people buy 
in to the look - but someone has done a nice job already thinking about a good sign.  

I answered just for you Dave as you know I was not in favor of the survey but I do hope it provides some useful information to 
start and continue discussions


